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Beginning DirectX 11 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Many of us wish to create our own video games. For some, gaming is a hobby, and
	for others it is something fun to participate in casually. But for the rest of us,
	gaming and the dream of making our own games is more like a passion. Chances
	are, if you’ve purchased this book, you are looking to turn your desire and passion
	into...
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California For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007
With two of the nation’s largest megalopolises — Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay area—California has the largest, wealthiest, and most urbanized population of any state in the nation. Yet it’s also an agricultural wonderland, a nature-lovers paradise, a wine-lover’s dream, an outdoor enthusiast’s ideal...
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ARRL's VHF Digital HandbookAmerican Radio Relay League, 2008

	Today's Amateur Radio operators are using digital radio applications for fun, technical achievement, and public service. And it s no wonder. Getting started often requires little more than a VHF radio and a computer.

	Without complicated owners manual jargon ARRL s VHF Digital Handbook presents the material through a unique how-to...
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101 Smart Questions to Ask on Your InterviewCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	This book is for every job candidate who thinks "Do you have any questions for me?" marks the end of an interview. It doesn't. In fact, it marks the beginning of the last and perhaps most important interview phase - a phase so important that failing to prepare properly for it can undo all your hard work, including providing...
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The GIMP Bible: Great for Beginners - 40+ Step-by-Step TutorialsKuhlman Publishing, 2019

	The GIMP Bible is the ultimate reference and guide to the free, recently updated, photo-editing software - GIMP. Due to its license-free application, this Adobe Photoshop-like image manipulation program is probably the most-used software in the world. If you're a beginner photographer or a professional, then this detailed how-to guide will...
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PHP and script.aculo.us Web 2.0 Application InterfacesPackt Publishing, 2009
script.aculo.us is a JavaScript library that provides dynamic visual effects, user interface controls, and robust AJAX features. It is to client-side what PHP is to server-side - powerful, simple, complete fun, and above all, a MUST! As developers, we all dream of building applications that users can instantly fall in love with and get...
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Prototype and script.aculo.us: You Never Knew JavaScript Could Do This!Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Tired of getting swamped in the nitty-gritty of cross-browser, Web 2.0-grade JavaScript? Get back in the game with Prototype and script.aculo.us, two extremely popular JavaScript libraries, that make it a walk in the park. Be it AJAX, drag and drop, auto-completion, advanced visual effects, or many other great features, all you need is write one or...
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UMTS Signaling: UMTS Interfaces, Protocols, Message Flows and Procedures Analyzed and ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	UMTS is real. In a continuously growing number of countries we can walk in the stores of
	mobile network operators or resellers and take UMTS PC cards or even third-generation (3G)
	phones home and use them instantly. Every day the number of equipments and their feature
	sets gets broader. The “dream” of multimedia on mobile...
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Asterisk: The Definitive Guide (Definitive Guides)O'Reilly, 2011

	This is a book for anyone who uses Asterisk.


	Asterisk is an open source, converged telephony platform, which is designed primarily
	to run on Linux. Asterisk combines more than 100 years of telephony knowledge into
	a robust suite of tightly integrated telecommunications applications. The power of
	Asterisk lies in its...
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Getting an Information Security Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get prepared for your Information Security job search! Do you want to equip yourself with the knowledge necessary to succeed in the Information Security job market? If so, you've come to the right place. Packed with the latest and most effective strategies for landing a lucrative job in this popular and quickly-growing field, Getting an...
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Beginning Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	Want to light up a display? Control a touch screen? Program a robot? The Arduino is a microcontroller board that can help you do all of these things, plus nearly anything you can dream up. Even better, it's inexpensive and, with the help of Beginning Arduino, Second Edition, easy to learn.


	In Beginning Arduino,...
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Questions I Am Asked About The HolocaustScribe Publications, 2019

	
		One of the few remaining living Holocaust survivors answers the questions children ask her

	
		“There are no stupid questions, nor any forbidden ones, but there are some questions that have no answer.”

	
		Hédi Fried was nineteen when the Nazis snatched her family from their home...
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